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Xavier Makes ·R.eady For Homecoming 
Mary Dirr To Reign As 
Queen At Homecoming 
. 
Rules Posted 
For Big Day 
.. Committee Works To Make 
Homecomi11g Best 111 History 
Presenting Ber Majesty the 
Queen! For.a change these words 
do not refer to Britain's Royal 
Sovereign. They refer, of course, 
to Miss Mary Dirr, Xavier's love-
ly Homecoming Queen. Mary, a 
dark-haired, nineteen year old 
beauty from Hyde Park, brought 
home the bacon for the Radio 
Club when she was chosen as 
number one from seventeen can .. 
dldates by the student~ in last 
wee~'lil votin.e:. 
High in Covington, Is presently 
employed as a 1 secretary at the 
Robert Gould Co. The Cleveland 
Club certainly picked a striking 
representative when they chose 
this Speech Major from the Eve· 
ning College. She will certainly 
make a very lovely lady in wait· 
ing for this year's queen. 
Carole Moser 
Mary graduated from St Mary's 
High school in 1956 and is at 
present a receptionist for the 
Proctor and Gamble Co. She is 
in her first year .at the evening 
Q<>llege where 'she is studying 
shorthand and majoring in Psy-
chology. As anyone can see from 
her picture, she will he one of 
the loveliest queens ever to reign 
at homecoming. 
Queen Mary wlll be assisted 
in all of her sovereign duties by 
Mia Carol Moser and Pat Dono-
van. Carol, a pretty brune,tte who 
graduated from Mt.' Notre Dame 
Pat Donovan 
Last but far from least in this 
· parade of beauteous ladles is Miss 
Pat Donovan. Pat, the candidate 
of the Musketeer Band, is a cute 
little brunette who graduated 
from Regina High and ls pres-
ently enrolled as a Psychology . 
, major at the evening college. 
This . vivacious little cutie is 
presently employed as a typist 
and bookkeeper at the Big Four 
Industries. She will certainly 
compliment this trio of very, 
very pretty girls. 
With homecoming rapidly ap-
proaching, students of this cam-
pus are reminded of two school 
rules concerning intoxicating bev-
erages, and private parties. 
INTO~ICATION: Intoxication 
of a Xavier student on the cam-
pus or at any public place ls 
grounds for dismissal. Unauthor-
ized possession by any student or 
by the guest of any student of 
alcoholic beverages on campus 
or at any University function ls 
gri)unds for dismissal. It will be 
left to the judgment of the Stu-
dent Welfare Committee to de· 
cide whether or not a student 
\Vas intoxicated. 
PRIVATE PARTIES: Xsvier 
students are not allowed to or-
ganize or attend private parties 
in hotel, motel, apartment or 
boarding house rooms which are 
held in conjunction with Univer-
sity functions unless such par-
ties are supervised and properly 
chaperoned by parents or older 
relatives. 
.,., .. 
Sympathy is extended to Mr. 
Albert Worst, chief librarian of 
the Xavier Library, whose moth-
er died this past week. Your 
prayers are requested for the 
repose of her soul. 
Clubs Planning And Building 
For Casli Aivards In Float Parade 
by Denny Doherty 
Don't be fooled by the serious and searching looks which 
are masking the faces of many of the members of the various 
campus clubs and organizations. Behind those deep-thinking 
expressions are vistons of multicolored crepe paper adorning 
their entries fa the Homecoming Float Parade. And accom-
.Panying these -visions are hopes for the $25.00 first prize. 
Plans for the. annual parade in length-can be entered by 
are now well under way. Float each club; 2)' floats must repre-
chairman Joe Shay has already sent student work and are not 
sent out the rules and neces- to contain any commercial ad-
sary instructions for tthe exhibi- vertising, fireworks, or electri-
tion of the floats to each organi- cal sound equipment; 3) every-
An Example Of A Former Float Entry 
zation. The theme of the parade thing on the floats must be con-
is "Homecoming Holidays," and structed by students themselves; 
each entry is to depict one of 4) the cost of the float must not 
· our national holidays. The selec- exceed $25.00. 
tion of holidays range from The contest is divided into two 
Christmas to Halloween. divisions-men's and women's--
The main points of the rules and first, second, and third 
are as follows: 1) One gasoline- places will be awarded in each 
powered float-not exceeding division. ·Each entry will be 
nine feet in width Ol' thirty \feet judged On apprOpiateness to the 
By Jlihc Jlarkiercic~ 
The tremendous amount of forethought and preparation 
which has gone into this year's homecoming should make it 
the best and the biggest in the history of Xavier. On Saturday 
morning, November 2, a breakfast will be sponsored for all 
returning grads. On Saturday afternoon at the outset of the 
Xavier-Marshall football game 
the homecoming queen will be 
crowned. This year the under- · 
graduate students have elected 
Miss Mary Dirr, the radio club's 
candidate. Her attendants will be 
Miss Pat Donovan and Miss Carol 
Moser. She will reign over the 
football game and over the dance 
that evening. The traditional 
float parade during the game's 
half-time festivities will feature 
22 floats, one for __ each club on 
campus. Prizes will be awarded 
Hall, and will be sold up through 
Thursday, October 31. The ·price 
per couple is $4.00, which in-
cludes refreshments. 
Besides the hiring of the bands 
and the rental of the trucks to 
carry the floats for the afternoon 
parade, a whole myriad of small 
expenses will put the cost of the 
entire homecoming weekend at 
somewhere , in the vicinity of 
$2500. Such things as flowers for 
the queen, prizes for the best 
floats, and hiring the men to 
clean up afterwards can run into 
Homecoming Committee Meets For Planning 
for the best. 
Two bands have been hired 
for the homecoming dance this 
year. The dixieland band of 
Bobby Keyes will be entertain-
ing in the armory, while Don 
Lackey's Orchestra will furnish 
the music for the quieter couples 
in the fieldhouse. Tickets for the 
dance are on sale now in South 
theme, appearance, and imagina-
tion in design and construction. 
The judges may award a maxi-
mum of ten points for each 
quality, thus making thirty 
points a perfect scoi·e. The parade 
will begin at 10: 00 a.m. on 
November 2. However, October 
%9 is the deadline for submitting 
plans. 
Incentive for victory in the 
parade is built up by the plans 
for the Christmas parade. This· 
year the H&S Pogue Co. is 
sponsoring a parade sometime in 
December and has invited the 
wi'nning floats from Xavier, U.C., 
and Miami to participate. Even 
though Xavier has returned an 
affirmative answer to the invi-
tation, the plans are still pend-
ing the answers from the other 
two universities. 
All of the construction activ-
ity is taking place on Brockman 
Hall Playfied. The floats will 
leave here on the day of the 
.parade and will assemble on the 
track around the football field. 
The game between the Xavier 
money. Despite this factor, stu-
dent council hopes to clear a 
large enough profit to help sub-
stantially towards the comple-
tion of the Armory improvement 
project. This improvement is a 
very important step forward in 
the appearance of . the campus, 
and it is hoped that it will be 
completed in the near future. 
and Marshall begins at 2: 00 p.m. 
and the prizes will be awarded 
at half-time. Homecoming queen 
Mary Dirr will give three cash 
awards: $25.00 as first prize; 
$15.00 as second prize; and $10.00 
as third prize. An additional 
prize of $15.00 will be awarded 
to the most humorous float. 
PEP RALLY DANCE 
The Chicago Club is sponsoring 
the pep rally dance at the ar-
mory on Friday, October 25 for 
the benefit of the Clef Club Con-
cert next spring. The fee will be 
fifty cents. 
Are You Going 
To Goings' Classes? 
The first week after Thanks-
giving vacation is when it be-
gins. When what begins? Russ 
Goings Judo Classes that's what. 
Where will they be held and 
what's the price? For the an-
swers to these and any other 
questions call Russ Goings Ca 
1-4198. 
I 
I" 
I! 
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Persona No11 Grata 
The flu epidemic which has been feeling its oats during 
the past weeks on our campus has finally, we hope, worn 
itself out. Now bring on the Asiatic brand. Seriously, we hope 
that all who have been felled by this bug are feeling better. 
and will be ready for those mid-semester exams which will 
be visiting our campus in the coming week. 
Many of t~s feel that an al!1ple warning should. have been 
given that smt coats were gomg to be the mand1tory dress 
for all at last Friday's Cleveland Club Dance. We of The 
News might also add that .thougl?- one of the things mentioJ?-ed 
in the article on these Friday mght dances was the wearing 
of suit coats, we most assuredly did not mean that an abrupt 
change such as this should have been made without any 
warning whatsoever. 
A Pat On The Bacli 
Let's discuss the up-and-coming Homecoming Dance. Firs~, let's give a generous and well deserved amount of credit 
to Jerry Welch and his entire staff for the work they've done 
and the time they've put in on this somewhat thankless job. 
We might also add that Bill Sena and his Council crew have 
more than given their time and talent to this most gala affair. 
But after this praise we might ask a question of you students. 
Have you been doing a lot of griping or complaining about 
the price of this year's dance ducat? If you have, then you'd 
better read the next few lines. Even if you haven't been 
griping you might give these lines special notice. This year, 
Student Council and the campus project fund decided to 
activate plans to improve the armory. As you may or may 
not know, the armory requires as a minimum about $13,000 
in improvements. These improvements are for your benefit. 
You the Xavier student, will be the one to profit most from 
thes~ changes. Is it so unreasonable then to ask that you ai.d 
financially by the payment of an extra $.50 to $1.00 for this 
most necessary of projects. Since any dance of' this caliber 
would ordinarily cost $3.00, what's the gripe-if any? It might 
also be well to point out that the Council will just break even 
on refreshments: Even after everything has been paid for, 
they still won't make an extensive profit. They'll just make 
enough to pay for this most necessary project. 
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THE T.V. VIEWER 
by E. s. Edelmann 
Thursday night a week ago, a nouveau riche threw a party 
attended by some eighteen thousand guests whose prayer 
"Give us this day our daily circus," was met with a diaboli~ 
reply. Besides guests and performers, some four hundred 
members of the fourth estate were on hand to set down for 
posterity the happenings at this bib and buck Donnybrook. 
While the party was a tribute 
to the showmanship of Mr. Todd, · 
it also reflected his exceedingly 
bad taste. As if the party was 
not enough to demonstrate his 
boorishness, film clips were 
shown during the show, in which 
Todd was depicted either as a 
sharp talking carny barker-with 
laryngitis, or a Machiavellian 
personality who outwits less foxy 
showbiz bigs as something of an 
occupational pastime. The -gross-
ness of the crowd was shown by 
the havoc they wreaked in and 
about the confines of Madison 
Square Garden. Perhaps they did 
it because "it's free, isn't it." In 
no way did this gargantuan show 
of opulence play America in a 
favorable light. Just when Amer-
VOTE 
ican prestige is playing abroad, 
we have to have this Todd A. 
Oaf come along and pervade grist 
for' certain propaganda mills by 
his throwing about of food, 
drink and money. Oh well; an-
other smear on the stereotype of 
American society. 
The most significant facial ex-
pression worn at the party was 
that of Mr. Fernande! as he camo 
into the arena ballyhooing Don 
Quixote. Fernandel's fare, nor-
mally twisted into a jocular grin, 
was this time relaxed into an 
eye-bulging grimace. He might 
have been muttering, "Ave Cae-
sar, qui sunt morituri-" but we 
don't think he was saluting Mike 
Todd. . 
FROSH 
VOTE 
OBITER DICTA 
By Dan Herda 
Head ache? Back hurt?.Feverish? Sore throat? Yep, you've 
probably got it too. What? Why the flu of course. Everybody 
who is anybody has or expects to get the flu. It's a fad. 
I had all of the above symp- ord, but just not for the flu 
toms and then some, earlier this- stricken. 
w~ek but it was not the flu. No 
sir. Not the Asian flu anyway. If 
it was any kind of flu, it was 
the patriotic kind-the American 
flu. The germ may be of Asiatic 
origin but the American people 
have so firmly clasped the little 
devil to their bosoms that it just 
doesn't seem right to call it Asian 
anymore. No, let's be correct in 
our nomericlature and from here 
on in refer to it as the red, white 
and blue, American flu. For the 
sake of complete accuracy, let's 
say the American flu, a subsid-
iary of the Asian flu. 
This flu bu&iness Is really hor-
rible. It's bad enough walking 
around worrying about "moons" 
spying on you and prices going 
up and the like, but lying In bed 
worrying is worse yet. Possibly 
the greatest trauma of having the 
flu, outside of the muscular pain, 
sore - throat, headache, runny-
nose, and general wretched feel-
ing, is the problem of how to 
pass the time of day. 
Television is impossible. The 
fever that usually accompanies 
flu really beats up the eyes. Un-
successfully I tried to watch TV 
and whether it was the silly-
kiddy, giggly-lady shows, or the 
fever that did it, I seemed to 
take a turn for the worse. An-
other possible way to pass time, 
and a fruitful one at that, would 
be studying. It can't be done. For 
some reason the words seemed 
to run together until I found 
myself staring at a lovely study 
in grey half-tones. 
What's left? Roll marbles? 
Whistle softly to yourself? The 
radio seemed like a logical souree 
of seditary amusement, so I 
tuned In one of the local music 
and news stations. 
After 12 complete news and 
weather reports, 24 news head-
line broadcasts, I could recite at 
the drop of a megacycle the 
world situation, the local news 
scene and the temperature, in-
cluding the barometric pressure 
and the dew point. I still don't 
know what the dew point means, 
but it was 38 earlier in the week 
after taking a rapid jump from 
33. 
The radio met its end when 
my hot temples began to pound 
in perfect time with Ted Heath's 
"Swinging the Blues." Great rec-
On the week-end when the 
first painful stirrings of Mr. Flu 
Germ. were felt I tried squelch-
ing it with the age-old anesthetic,· 
alcohol. He drank me under the 
table, but it was a good fight. 
-f also took a little sux:vey to 
see just how well people were , 
cooperating to keep the spread 
of this thing down. The results 
were most discouraging. People 
have no common sense when it 
comes to controlling the flu germ. 
It ' is capital In the control of 
any epidemic to. avoid crowds. It 
would seem most reasonable that 
there wouldn't be any crowds to ' 
avoid if people wouldn't Insist 
in congregating in one area. So 
where were half of the women 
and children of Greater Cincin-
nati Saturday when I took my 
survey? Downtown shopping, 
where else? ·commerce and the 
flu march on. People were hob-
nobbing like there weren't any 
flu germs around at all, like they 
never even heard of the flu. This 
is one time when the mail-order 
houses could have really made 
a killing if they would have ad-
vertised the dangers to be avoid-
ed by arm-chair shopping. 
The side-walk survey took an 
even glummer aspect when out 
of some 200 people that passed 
a busy intersection in 45 min-
utes, 96 were seen wiping their 
noses on such flimsy things as 
handkerchiefs, t i s s u e s , and 
sleeves. · Native reason would 
dictate that any germ capable of 
incapacitating over 10,000• lively, 
roaring, bouncy little school chil-
dren, isn't going to be stopped 
by a piece of linen or soft paper. 
But its an. effort anyway. 
The health situation is sup-
posedly on the way to serenity 
again but next. year there'll be 
a new medical discovery a11d 
half the population will catch 
that too. Last year it was the 
virus, which just hinted of the 
flu. The year before, the grippe. 
Kids today don't have a chance 
to know what ails them before 
it's outdated. But always and 
eternally western man will have 
the cold. I can vaguely remem-
ber fever, muscular pain, and 
sore throat being symptoms of 
the c~ld. Funny, those are the 
same "danger signs" of the flu. 
Pass the Kleenex, please. . . 
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NOTICE 
The Next Issue Of The 
Xavier News Will Appear 
Friday, November 15 
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
Symph,ony 
Preview 
By Bill Duque 
Today at 2:00 p.m. and tomorrow 
at 8:30 p.m., the Cincinnati Sym-
phony Orchestra wiJl offer com-
positions by Franz Josef Haydn, 
Colin McPhe~ and Johannes 
Brahms. 
The first half of the program 
will be given over to the orches-
tra and Thor Johnson. The pro-
gram will open with a perfor-
mance of Haydn's "Symphony 
No. 28 in G Major." Haydn was 
born in Rohrauon Luther, Loiver, 
Austria, on March 31, 1732, and 
he died in Vienna on May. 31, 
1809. He has written numerous 
works of which 125 are sym-
phonies. The Austrian National 
Hymn, composed by him in 1797, 
was used by Adolph Hitler as the 
National Anthem of Germany. 
'.'Tahu Tabuhan," by Colin Mc-
Phee will follow, and it will close 
the first half of the, program. Mr. 
McPhee, a composer of modern 
style works, was born in Canada 
in 1901. Among his other works 
are "Sea Chanty," a . suite for 
baritone and unison male chorus, 
a symphony in one movement, 
and "Sarabande" for orchestra. 
In the second half of the con-
cert, Johanna Martyz, a woman 
violinist, will make her UnUed 
States debut with the Cincinnati 
Symphony Orchestra under Thor 
Johnson. Born in Temesvar, Hun-
gary in 1924, Madame Mertyz 
began her study of music at the 
Franz Liszt Academy of Music 
in Budapest. She made her debut 
in Hungary and began her pro-
fessional career by winning the 
first prize at Geneva Is Concours 
International d' Execution in 
1947. The many conductors she 
has played under include Edward 
van ·Beinum, Otto Klemperer, 
Ferenc Friscay, Sir Adrian Bault, 
Ernest Anesermet, Andre Clay-
tens, and the late Guido Contelli. 
American record reviewers have 
picked one of Johanna Martzy's 
recordings as one of the ten best 
of 1956. For her performance 
here, Mme. Martzy will play 
Brahms' "Concerto in D Major 
for violin and Orchestra, Opus 77. 
DOWN. 
FRONT 
Anybody for night club patter, 
songs sung by ~ human broom, 
and the· scenery embodied· in 
Jeanne Crain and Mitzi Gaynor. 
That's about what you'll ret If 
. you drop in at the Albee for "The 
Joker Is Wild." Of coune, If 
you're looking for entertainment.-
you're bound to be entertained 
by this trio. 
Frank Sinatra is certainly a 
believable Joe E. Lewis, and the 
aforementioned ladies are quite 
acceptable as the love light of his 
eyes. The description of the life 
of this character as given by the 
·movie might well be titled "From 
Little Stinker to Big Stinker." 
The story deals with Mr .. Lewis's 
fights to win Miss Crain, to keep · 
Miss Gaynor whom he married on· 
the rebound, from leaving him, 
and to keep, as 9e· put it in the 
picture, "the blood from infil-
trating his alcohol stream. He 
fails in the first· two attempts 
and you are left in doubt as to 
whether he succeeds in the last. 
Although I have never been a 
fan of brother Sinatra's vocal-
izing, I was quitti satisfied with 
his rendition of a tune which I 
believe is gracing the hit-parade 
nowadays, called "All the Way." 
(Continued on Paae 8) 
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EC STUDENTS INQUIRE· 
ABOUT ACTIVITIES 
By ..4nne Doud 
. . J?':1ring the p~s~ f.ew weeks many EC students have made 
inquiries about Joimng co-curricular organizations on the 
Eva~ston campus. Mr. Paul E. Sweeney, Assistant Dean has 
obtained the following information from some of the 'club 
Literary Organizations 
The Athenaeum publishes dances and several picnics each 
original literary compositions of year. Included in the club is a 
Xavier students. All students group of married vets and their 
attending Xavier University are wives. The club participates in 
invited to submit original man- a Communion Mass for the War 
uscripts. EC students may sub- Dead ~lch semester and i.s re~dy 
mit such material to members to assist other veterans m time 
of the EC faculty or mail it to of need. Meetings are held on 
Dr. William H. Willer, Xavier the second Sunday of each 
University month. Veterans interested in 
The Xavier University News the club should contact Father 
("Night Side of the News") Cheh.ayl, S.J., Xavier University, 
provides experience in news or Dick Rauckhorst, Toastmaster, 
writing and reports the news of ELmhurst 1-5228. 
the Evening College. Meetings Th~ Student Speakers Bureau 
are held on Tuesday at 6: 00 p.m. provides student ilpeakers for 
in Room 1 of EC. Those inter- appearances before clubs and 
ested in joining the staff should c iv i c organizations. Speakers 
contact Mr. Paul E. Sweeney. must prepare a fifteen minute 
Lan u Cl b speech suitable for delivery be-
Th F g1 ~gcez b. uf 
9t fore such organizations as Ki-
e renc t u os ers ac- . , 
quaintance' and love of French wams, Rotary, P.T.A. s etc. '!hey 
culture. Some of the activities may cont.act Fa~her . Horrigan, 
in l d 1 t f'l d d' S.J., Xavier University, about 
cl:' e ec ures,. 1 ms, an is- submitting their names· and 
cuss10ns on various aspects of t . 
French life: ar,t, music, sculp- _0_P_1c_s_. ___________ _ 
The Night Side of The News 
Help Needed 
To 'Build Floats 
A "Float-Building Party" wlll 
be held at the Eveninr College 
on Friday evening, November 1, 
at 7:00. Nancy Jean Tretzger, 
Phyllis Tolwig, Ron Schwallie, 
and Jack Bywater will be co-
chairmen of the affair. Shirley 
Beck, Gail Arnold, and Bill 
Kramer will assist as advisors. 
Plenty of help and good ideas 
are needed. Helpers are requested 
to bring some "tools of their 
trade," i.e., hammer, pliers, nails, 
etc. A good time is guaranteed 
to all who join in the spirit of 
building and displaying EC's float 
as an entry in the' homecoming 
float contest. 
Come 'One 
Co1ne All 
Help Build 
The X.U.E.C. 
Homecon11ing Float 
U.S.-Former World Leader? 
Baffled Americans are looking to the skies wondering how . the U:S· could permit Russia to beat her to the first step 
m co?qu~rmg o~ter space, namely Sputnik. Russia's 180 pound 
prodigy is sendmg home radio signals of information while 
U.S. scientists have been "shown up." · 
But have they? Is America losing the race just because 
she did not produce the first man-made moon? 
From all appearances it looks like the title "world leader" 
is slipping from our grasp. Everything was at our disposal-
the know-how, funds and scientists. We could have beaten 
Russia by two years! 
. Several reas.o~s are responsible for the apparent defeat. 
Mamly, our officials were not convinced that the satellite 
progra~ wa~ worth p:1shil'\g and therefore nothing was done 
about it. This lack of mterest also served as a stopper in the 
monetary chanl'!els. Lastly the competition and rivalries of 
the branches of the Armed Forces caused delay. 
Well, then, are we behind Russia? In producing the first 
satellite and launching ship, yes. In knowing how, no. Our 
scientists are not to blame for lack of a U.S. moon. But we 
are losing prestige among other nations and even among 
Americans. · 
ture, etc. Meetings are held 
Wednesday evening at 7: 30 p.m. 
Contact Mr. E. R. Menes, UNi-
versity 1-7280. 
Editor ......................................................................... i ...... Robert Feldmann 
Because of our way of life we don't force people to 
produce as machines. We do not always strive to produce the 
most or the first, but the best possible. Democracy, our great-
est asset, must be proven a greater producer than Russian 
dictatorship. "Red tape" may cause tie-ups, yet Americans 
h.ave the loyalty and the will to keep the U.S. on top. 
The Accounting. Society brings 
together executives in business 
and students preparing to go 
into business. I·t provides the 
opportunity for accounting stu-
dents. to meet and talk with men 
who are leaders in both ac-
counting and business fields. 
Meetings are scheduled through-
out the year in . afternoons and 
evenings. For further informa-
tion contact Jim White, JEffer-
son 1-7385. 
Business Administration Societies 
The Society for the Advance-
ment of Manage-ment serves as 
a medium for the exchange and 
distribution of information on 
the problems, policies, and math-
ods of industry and manage-
ment. Students are given the 
opportunity to participate · in 
orgamzmg, planning, directing 
and controlling the activities of 
an organization dedicated .to the 
promotion and advancement of 
the art and science of manage-
ment. Conferences, I n d u st r y 
Nights, Round Tables, . and Sem-
inars are some of the activities 
of the club. Meetings are held 
twice -a month on Wednesday 
evenings. Prospective members 
should contact Mr. James F. 
Martin, WEbster 1-7178 .. · 
The Xavier Masque Society 
gives students opportunity to 
participate in acting, directing, 
producing, and m the general 
duties of play production. Meet-
ings and rehearsals are held in 
the evening. Inquiries may be 
directed to Rev. John H. Reinke, 
S.J., Xavier University. 
Dramatic Groups 
Xavier Presents is a television 
program completely produced by 
students who plan the produc-
tion, write the scripts, recruit 
the talent, conduct rehearsals, 
and participate as announcers, 
actors and -performers. Guest 
talent is often presented by the 
colleges and universities in the 
tri-state area. Father Reinke 
moderates this group also. 
Other Clubs 
V eterm1s Club fosters the 
Xavier spirit among veterans 
by making them feel they are 
an integral part of the univer-
sity and by encouraging them to 
take a dynamic part in its life 
and activities. Common problems 
a1·e attacked through informal 
discussions in a social atmos· 
phere. The club sponsors three 
Associate Editors ........................................ Kathy Stumph, Ann Doud, 
Alberta Biedenharn 
Reporters ............ Marlene Logan, Mary Martin, Patricia Wiedeman . Each of us must know and believe that our way of life 
is the.best before we can spread it throughout the world. Then 
we will have defeated Russia, not only in material ways but 
in the way that really counts. 
Circulation Manager ............................................ Paul (Pete) Fleming 
Moderator ........................................................................ Paul E. Sweeney 
Evening 
College 
Qiiiz 
By Pai Wiechman 
This week's question proved to 
be harder to answer than we 
imagined. We found that few 
people · actually stop to think 
about it. What is the first thinr r 
you notice about a stranger? 
Carol Moser notices the way a 
person is dressed. A neat appear-
ance and a pleasant expression 
of face mean a lot to her. Carol, 
who works for Robert Gould 
Company, is a speech and adver-
tising student. 
• • • 
John Murray, an accountant for 
G.E., is a Business Administra-
tion major. John said the first 
thing he notices is whether a 
person has a smile. He believes 
that no matter what sort of facial 
fe~11ures a person possesses, a 
pleasant smile indicates a pleas-
ant personality. 
• • • 
Lois Ertel, a speech and adver-
tising student working for Dr5. 
Flagg and Pieper in Covington, 
takes note of something very 
different. Lois looks at feet and 
the style and type of shoes worn. 
• • • 
Joe Trella, a Senior at Xavier 
University, takes a course in 
Comparative Economic Systems 
at E.C., Joe told us he notices a 
person's appearance. Joe stated 
that he notices the whole gen-
eral picture rather than any one 
detail.' 
• • • 
Nancy· Zellerer, a journalism 
student, has always looked at a 
person's ·eyes. She stated that 
she believes that you can tell a 
great deal about a person from 
the look of flle eye. . · 
More 
XUEC 
• 
Come in now for a peek 
at the '58 Chevrolet! 
Just ask your Chevrolet dealer to 
show you the booklet containing 
advance information about the '58 
Chevrolet. 
You can expect the 1958 Ch;vrolet 
to be new all over. Lines will sweep 
rakishly longer, lower and wider. 
There will be a completely new VS 
engine-radically different in design. 
There will be Full Coil suspension 
and, for the first time in Chevrolet's 
field, incredibly smooth air ride. 
Chevrolet will introduce two new 
luxury models of outstanding style 
and distinction. 
You'll learn more at your Chevrolet 
dealer's. And you can see about an 
early delivery that will make you a 
'58 Chevrolet-Firster! 
• 
Neivs On 
Page 9 
You am place your ordel' nor.o ai Your Local .A.uthoriud. Chevrolet Dealer's 
• • 
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SOUTH HALL 
QUARTERBACK 
Musketeers Meet Aerial-Minded fl] 
by Ed Adams, 
News Sports Editor 
Up Dayton way they're saying that this is the first football 
season in Flyers' history that the crying towel has replaced 
the American flag. Coach ''Bud" Kerr reportedly has gone 
so far as to display the towel· on the UD Fieldhouse flagpole. 
Few pigskin fans will dispute Kerr's right to lament. 
Blessed with what, at the season's outset, was considered a 
pretty fine ballclub, the Flyers have managed but one win 
in five starts. The only victory was registered over medio~re 
Richmond 12-7. In the Flyers' favor was their opening game 
13-13 stalemate against the University of Cincinnati. How-
ever, the past three Saturdays they've been soundly trounced. 
First Holy Cross belted the Blue and Red 32-6. Then along 
came Boston College to administer a 41-14 spanking, and 
finally, just last week, Louisville romped 33-20. 
Thus one can easily understand the anxiety of Coach 
Kerr, the former ;Notre Dame All-American, who in his soph-
omore year at the Flyers' helm, has produced one.win in five 
attempts. 
* * * * * Last week prior to the Louisville game, Kerr cleaned 
house. Five changes were instituted on the Dayton team and 
two more on the second. The most notable switch of the lot 
concerned. the Flyers' plug for All-American, Fred Dugan. 
Dugan was billed before the UC game as an end who could 
fake defensive backs up into Row 52. The six-foot, 200 pounder 
is now running out of ·the left halfback slot. Claude ·Chaney 
has moved from halfback to fullback and ANYBODY'S GUESS 
is playing Dugan's end. 
* * * * * Hats off to the Musketeer Frosh who battered the Dayton 
yearlings last Thursday 42-0 in Dayton. The Little· Muskies 
defeated a Flyer squad reported to be twice as big as the 1956 
entry. However, Stan Zajdel, UD Frosh mentor, hastened to 
add that his lads "at the same time were twice as slow." . 
* * * * * Jim Bushell, Musketeer Senior guard, must have foreseen 
that this week's senior feature was to be on a certain senior 
guard named Jim Bushell. Playing one of the outstanding 
games of his career in the losing effort agains.t Detroit, the 
CJiicago Irishman busted through for nine tackles, three 
assists and one recovered fumble. 
* * * * * 
"Big Jim" McCafferty on the progress of basketball prac-, 
tice: "The kids have shown great desire. We'll have had 10 
practices by Friday and also Freshmen tryouts. There's little 
to report as of now, except that the kids have shown that 
desire." 
* • * • * 
Intramural Director Don Ruberg reports that the IM entry 
list this fall is much bigger than last year. "Rubie" credits 
the increased enthusiasm to the idea of running the football 
season on a league rather. than a tournament basis. This way 
each team gets to play seven games apiece. 
by Don Fenton . 
If the Xavier Musketeers thought they had trouble with 
Detroit, they had better find a nice cozy hole under the 
fieldhouse, and crawl in for the duration. This week their 
scheduled opponents are the Dayton Flyers. The Flyers not 
only have the patterns and plays of a professional team, they 
also have the material to go for the passers, but they also 
with their famed offense. Hand- must be ready to grab off the 
ling the brainwork of the Flyers "safety valve" passes of Zim-
is Buddy Kerr, who easily could merman. Dayton will miss Vic 
have had a better record than Kristopaitis in this duty, but be · 
the 4-6 he compiled last year. assured that the above men-
Kerr likes to use the pro offense, tioned gentlemen can do an 
,.,-hich utilizes split ends, oppo- adequate job. Pinn is the strong-
site flankers, slot backs, and the er of the two, driving inside, but 
like. What's more, he has the lacks the speed of Raiff, and is 
talent to work these intricate not known for his open field 
patterns to perfection. -- running. There is serious doubt 
"Daring Don" At Q,B. 
Daring Don Zimmerman is back 
at quarterback again. Zimmy 
throws well, and is a past master 
at deceptive ball handling. We 
can't guarantee any double re-
verses, such as those which the 
Titans used so well, but there 
will probably be quite a few 
loose ·backs sneaking around 
Dayton Saturday night. Zimmer:.. 
man's· passing ability is enchanced 
by the presence of Fred Dugan 
at end slot. Dugan has all the 
makings of a pro prospect. He 
has good hands, is 6-2, 200 and 
conducts himself like a brick 
wall on defense. As if these co-
captains weren't enough to worry 
about, Dayton also has a fleet 
1 e ft halfback answering to 
Claude Chaney, the same hombre 
who returned a Xavier punt for 
61 yards to pay dirt last year. 
Chaney is the boy who makes 
the outside work for the Flyers. 
Pinn Or Raiff 
Fullbacks are important in 
football, but Dayton's pair, Frank 
Pinn and Jerry Raiff, do more 
than average bulls are assigned. 
Sure, they drive off the tackles 
for the first downs, they block 
about right halfback, since both 
Frank Bongivengo and Dave 
Huber have seen action at that 
spot. Either is used mostly as a 
blocking back or decoy, and for 
that reason, have not carried 
the ball too frequently. 
A 256 Pound Tackle 
Across the line, Dayton will 
average about 230 lbs. s pear-
headed by Bob Hilinski, ~ 256 
lb. tackle. Gary Krause is their 
smallest interior lineman, weigh-
ing only 197 lbs. An important 
cog through the middle is Bill 
Korutz, voted Dayton's best 
offensive lineman last season, 
and possibly one of the best 
ever at school. Korutz not only 
is a fine blocker, but a bulwark 
on the defense, plugging the 
middle of the line from his 
position at middlelinebacker. 
Stay Awake 
Our suggestion for those head. 
ing for Dayton this weekend. is 
a simple one. STAY AWAKE. 
Anything can happen, and prob· 
ably . will. Bring along a pair o:l 
high-powered binoculars, and 
then just try to keep your good 
eye on the ball. We'll be doing 
the same. 
XAVIER'S .1957-58 VARSITY BASKETBALL ROSTER 
Player Pos. Hgt. Wgt •. Age 
Ducky Castelle G 5-11 173 19 
Stu Courchaine (XX) C 6-9 210 21 
Jim Dentlnger (X) G 6-3 166 20 
Corny Freeman (X) FC 6-5 194 21 
Al Gundrum ' G 5-9 139 19 
Ricky Jannott ' G 6-0 158 19 
Bill Middendorf F 6-4 175 19 
Tony Olberding (XX) F 6-5 209 20 
Rich Piontek FC 6-7 222 19 
. Jim Puthoff (X) F 6-4 192 20 
Hank Stein (X) G 6-2 171 2l 
F. Tartaron (XX) (C) C 6-6 182 22 
Joe Viviano (X) F 6-5 196 19 
Gerry Wessels G 6-0 173 20 
(X) Indicates Jetter received 
Class 
Soph. 
Sr. 
Jr. 
Jr. 
Soph. 
Soph. 
Sopb. 
Sr. 
Soph. 
Jr. 
Jr. 
Sr. 
Jr. 
Jr. 
Hometown 
Schenectady, ·N. Y. 
Kimberly, Wisc. 
Louisville, Ky. 
Cincinnati 
Cincinnati 
Rensselaer, N. Y. 
Cincinnati 
Cincinnati 
Pittsburgh 
Cincinnati 
Loulsville1 Ky. 
DePere, Wisc. 
Louisville, Ky. 
Dayton, O. 
Guard Jim Bushell Continues To Ring Up 
Tacl<les, Soon Hopes To Ring Up Sales TH~ SHIRT LAUNDRY 
by Bill l\lason, News Associate Editor 
The signals are called, the ball centered, and big 186 
pound Jim Bushell opens another hole or makes another 
tackle. James or Jim as he is called by his teammates is the 
Musketeer's senior left guard. Jim is very optimistic of a 
winning season for this year's team. When asked about the 
best and biggest game he had 
participated in, Jim stated, "The 
win over Boston College in my 
Sophomore year. Our win over 
U.C., 37-0 was the game I most 
enjoyed winning though. Look-
ing back through the years, the 
Quantico Marines were the best 
team I faced (Jr. year)." 
l\lajor In Business 
A Major in Business Admin-
istration, the outlook for the 
future will find him pursuing a 
job in the business and manager-
ial field after his tenure in the 
Army. Asked if there were any 
other prominent dates awaiting 
the future, June 28, 1958 came 
out of his smiling face, for that 
is the day when Miss Mary Jo 
Mantoun will exchange vow11 
with him. 
A Very Modest Boy 
Close reminders from his team-
mates brought out some interest· 
fog notes. A few quipped that 
his nose gives one the impres-
sion of a forsaken ski jump. 
Greg Fennell remembers him as 
the original boy friend of Mamie. 
Some wanted to know if Jim was 
still in love with a pickle queen. 
The best" and most flattering 
things said about Jim can be 
summed up in the words of 
Jocko Serieka: "He's a very 
modest boy." 
Top Tackler 
After Saturday's game, Bush-
ell can be said to have given the 
opposition "a Bushell" of wor-
ries because he led the team in 
tackles and the recovery of a 
timely fumble. 
3616 Montgomery Road 
EVANSTON 
One Block South of Dana 
A Few Blocks North 
Of The Dorms 
Bachelor Service 
Fluff DrJ Bundles 
4 BOUR SERVICE 
• 
Typewriter Sales and Rentals 
Standards and Portables 
By week oi' month 
STUDENT SPECIAL 
Typewriter, clean, oll. adjust 
and ribbon - $7.50 
Call PArkway 1-5012 
Central Typewriter Co. 
64' Mala Street 
.. 
Little . Muskies j 
Over Baby J 
by Paul Ritter 
An enthusiastic Xavier Frosh team returr 
victoriously after gliding to a 42-0 win over t 
A hard-hitting line and fleet-footed backfield 
to rack up win number one for the Little Mu 
Lou Martin and Bob Kain persistently smas 
line to lead the Musketeer attack. 
An enthusiastic Xavier Frosh 
team returned from Dayton 
victoriously after gliding to a 
42-0 win over the Flyer eleven. 
A hard-hitting line and fleet-
footed backfield combined forces 
to rack up win number one for 
the Little Muskies. Halfbacks, 
Lou Martin and Bob . Kain per-
sistantly smashed the Dayton 
line to lead the Musketeer at-
tack. 
Martin, Kain Display Ability 
Martin and Kain, with two 
touchdowns apiece, displayed 
their aggressive ability to run 
and score. · 
Martin, leading the campaign 
in the first half, scored two of 
three T.D.'s in that period. 
Frosh Coach Ed Biles 
Lou's first tally came on a three 
yard plunge over his left tackle 
position and later he found the 
end zone on a dive from the 
Dayton one. 
The only other touchdown in 
the first half went to fullback 
Walt Roechers on a wide sweep 
from 8 yds. out. 
Kain Stars 
Thus at half time the Muske-
teers led 18-0 taking a total 
yardage of 170 compared to the 
Flyer's 7. 
Early in the third period half-
back Bob Kain took the starring 
role as he circled the left side 
on a score from the one yard 
line. 
Dayton's attempt to move the 
ball wa·s foiled by a Xavier pass 
interception as the Little Muskies 
once again went to work. Kain, 
TUXEDO 
RENTAL 
* 
· LANDEN, LTD. 
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le . Muskies Romp 
Over Baby Flyers 
by Paul Ritter 
;husiastic _Xavier Frosh tean:i returned from Dayton 
'>{ after gliding to a 42-0 win over the Flyer eleven. 
ting line and fleet-footed backfield combined forces 
win number one for the Little Muskies. Halfbacks 
ri and Bob Kain persistently smashed the Dayton 
l the Musketeer attack. 
siastic Xavier Frosh 
:ned from Dayton 
after gliding to a 
'er the Flyer eleven. 
:ing line and fleet-
'ield combined forces 
win number one for 
Muskies. Halfbacks, 
and Bob . Kain per-
nashed the Dayton 
l the Musketeer at-
iin Display Ability 
1d Kain, with two 
apiece, displayed 
;sive abHity to run 
~ading the campaign 
half, scored two of 
s in that period. 
Coach Ed Biles 
on a 32 yard jaunt carried the 
ball to the Dayton 21 where 
quarterback. Phil Long found 
his left halfback Ron Ziegler 
with a touchdown pass. 
Frosh Hold, Score 
The Muskie defense halted a 
shortlived Dayton drive with a 
fumble recovery as "killer" Kain 
began to move the ball on a 
series of short runs. The "killer" 
finally cleared his right end for 
6. yds. and the sixth Xavier 
touchdown. 
With about three minutes of 
play remarnmg halfback Lou 
Carlini hit pay dirt on a 3 yd. 
plunge over the left side of the 
Victory! Miami Next 
line. 
At the final gun Xavier led 
42-0. 
Dayton-0- 0- 0- 0- 0 
Xavier-6-12-12-12-42 
All is not glory, however, it 
was noted that the Little Mus-
kies were unable to make one 
conversion in seven attempts. 
The Frosh were also plagued by 
several penalties. 
Room for improvement is evi-
dent as we play host to Miami 
of· Ohio at 3: 30 p.m. today. 
Miami, who defeated Dayton 
28-13 two weeks ago, will be 
all out for a victory over our 
boys this afternoon. 
PAGE FIVE 
Mc~afferty W elco1nes Starters Titans 
Back As Cagers Beg·in Prcictice Gatne 
by Jack Gardner · 
Use Shifty 
To Outlast 
Ground 
Muskies 
With the football season in full bloom, another sport By now most, if not all, of Xavier's students have read 
called basketball slips into being almost without notice. The about the misfortunes of their football team at Detroit. That 
little band of roundballers began dribbling on October 15, the game was in many respects a game of firsts. It was the first 
day designated by new head coach Jim McCafferty, and they time in twenty-one years that the Musketeers and Titans had 
will probably finish up after the National Invitational Tour- met on the gridiron. It was. also the first time in the history 
nament. of a Connolly-coached Xavier club that one of Mick's teams 
The Musketeers have the nu- had dropped two straight ball games. 
cleus for a fine team. Back from Just for the record, here is :-:---------------
last year's fine club which sport- the way the scoring ran. Xavier through a series of twelve plays 
ed a 20 al}d 8 record are four tallied first on a fourteen-yard which began on the Xavier 20-
of the starting five-namely: Joe pass from Casper to Meyer. yard line and ended in the 
Viviano, Corny Freeman, Hank Casper converted to make the Detroit end zone with just 15 
Stein, and Captain Frank Tar- sctare 7-0 favor X. A Muskie seconds of playing time left in 
taron with Puthoff and Dentinger recovery on a fumbled Xavier the lst half. The scoreboard now 
fighting for that fifth spot. Up punt and the running of Meyer read 14-10 for the first time 
from the freshmen ranks are: and Sereika were the causes of since opening game with a half-
th . f' time lead. Middendorf, Jannott, Piontek, · is 1rst score. The second half seemed almost 
Castelle and Gundrum. Add Cour- Just two plays after returning a complete reversal of form on 
chaine, Olberding, Puthoff to this Mazurek's kickoff the score was 
and the hardwood future lociks tied. The Titans picked up two the part of the Musketeers. For 
I the first time in six games Xav-brigh t indeelf. Out of this en- yarc s on a plunge and then . 1er showed a lack of defense. Al 
semble the Muskies may sport a U.D.'s Bruce Maher romped 59 Korpak capped a sustained Titan 
Bill Russell-K.C. Jones com- yards for the first Titan TD. 
M h drive with an eleven yard TD bination in Corny Freeman and a er converted tying the score. run to make the score read 
Bower (Ducky) Castelle. The lat- A pass interference call against 17-!4 favor UD. 
ter of which has all the earmarks Xavier on the Xavier ten yard After the ball changed hands 
of a Sophomore sensation. line set up the next Titan score. T once erry Meyer brought a · 
At this stage of the game the This came on a sixteen yard crowd of 14,891 people to their 
first team is by no means set, field goal by Bill Pascuzzi, UD feet with a 45 yard scamper 
Capt. Frank Tartaron 
Corny Freeman 
and as the coach puts it: "rm 
a stranger to the kids and the 
kids arc strangers to me." But 
you can bet they won't be for 
long. 
The Muskies will employ their 
usual fast break tactics as they 
have much speed. And don't be 
surprised if they mix in a little 
razzle dazzle play in their con-
tests. It is the consensus of opin-
ion that the humiliating defeat 
at the hands of Bradley in the 
N.I.T. last year will work to our 
advantage this year, because the 
team will have as added incentive 
to return to the big city and this 
time bring home the bacon. The 
club on the whole are a proud 
fullback. from the Detroit 48 to the Detroit 
The Muskies payed a game of 3. After Serieka failed to make 
"Beat the Clock," "Beat Detroit" TD land Meyer leaped over a 
and "Beat the Blind Mice" as pile of bodies at the one for the 
they scored their next TD. The Muskie score. Casper's conver-
"Three Musketeers" in the per- sion was wide and Xavier led 
sons of Meyer, Seriek.a and 20-17. 
Casper, and their pass catching This score stood until · .the 
"D'Artagnan,'' Bob Young, fol- fourth quarter began. Two light-
lowed their blocking companions ning-like TDs by Korpak and 
bunch who can seemingly be just Billy Russell buried Xavier in 
as good as they want to be. points. Russell's TD came on a 
In at least two pre-season polls stering run and Korpak's came 
the Muskies are rated no worse on a pretty catch of an almost 
than eleventh in the nation which overthrown pass. 
could make for headaches for the Three times in the remammg 
coach. "' minutes Xavier made a valiant 
As a result of Coach McCaf- effort to fight back, but the 
ferty's first look at his new breaks and "blind mice" were 
squad he sums up his views in against them and they failed. It 
one sentence: "Spirit is very wasn't a very happy afternoon 
outstanding and they show great for anyone except Fr. Steiner, 
desire" UD President. 
illy came on a three 
over his left tackle 
later he found the 
n a dive from the 
Ed. Note-Last. week Xavier News Editor Bob Queenan went to 
Detroit to cover the X.U.-U.D. game for The News. The following 
ls an account of that trip. 
licist's office and the post office 
in Detroit. This left Mr. Coates 
with a large barrage of questions 
concerning th~ Titans and very 
little information to answer 
them. The brochures finally ar-
rived on Wednesday morning 
and everything was satisfactorily 
handled. 
that opening list. The Cadillac 
was certainly flrst class. The 
team was given everything neces-
sary for its well being and com-
fort at this establishment. The 
food which players sometime 
complain long and loud about 
certainly received the highest 
praise on this trip. It was, we all 
agreed, the best we had ever 
eaten on the road. The rooms 
were too far above par. 
team it might be well to men-
tion that they conducted them-
selves as individuals and as a 
group in a manner which cer-
tainly brought honor to them-
selves, to their school, and to the 
students and alumni they repre-
sent. 
other touchdown in 
If went to fullback 
rs on a wide sweep 
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Just what has. to be done before the team can make a 
trip like the Detroit junket? Who is responsible for all the 
arrangements such as tickets, train and hotel reservations, 
etc.? Why didn't the team fly to Detroit instead of making 
that long train trip? What do those guys do before and after 
a ball game? Are they given the 
same treatment as other schools? 
Do they travel first class or do 
they just take any old trah and 
stay at the cheapest hotel pos-
sible? 
The News, knowing that Xav-
ier students are interested in 
their team, decided to get the 
answers to these and many other 
questions which the students and 
other interested parties might 
have about this particular road 
game. 
Early Start 
The whole affair actually be-
gan in June of '55 when the 
game was formally scheduled. A 
concrete plan began to take 
shape when Bob Massman, Xav-
ier business manager of athletics, 
made arrangements with the 
New York Central Railroad 
people last July. The next step 
in the chain of planning events 
was the hotel reservations. Mr. 
Massman took care of these in 
late August. Add to the two 
above mentioned labors many 
numerous .conferences, telephone 
calls, telegrams, etc., that Mr. 
Massman had with Coach Con-
nolly, Fr. Edward O'Connor, and 
the Detroit people and you have 
the entire trip practically set. 
Baldy Next 
Tbe nest person to beeome In-
volved in the situation was the 
only walking combination of a 
dispensary, equipment man, and 
human road map and memory. 
Who are we talking about? The 
ever-present Ray Baldwin, of 
course? Ray and his boys Bobby 
Lindenschmidt and Roger Linn 
began packing for the trip Thurs-
day night before the team was 
to leave. They packed every-
thing from socks to penicillin. 
The boys of Ray's staff actually 
began their preparations on Sun-
day, Oct. 13. When asked Thurs-
day night how we would remem-
ber everything, what type of list 
he used, Ray replied, "Don't use 
a list; have it all right in my 
head." So it was that on Friday 
morning before the team· was 
even out of bed, Lindy and Roger 
piled into their truck and headed 
for Detroit. The only problem 
which Ray had was that he had 
to be ahead of the team to make 
sure that everything at the U. of 
D. was in readiness for the Mus-
keteers. 
· Coates In The Clutch 
Another individual to do quite 
a bit of worrying as far as the 
trip was concerned was Bob 
Coates. Seems as though the De-
troit press books got lost some-
where between the athletic pub-
Bon Voyage 
After all of these preparations 
and details had been accounted 
for, the team was ready to travel. 
So, bright and early Friday 
morning forty-one football play-
ers, two coaches, one business 
manager, one moderator, and 
four reporters climbed aboard 
the train for the Motor City. 
Messers. Baldwin and Coates had 
left the night before to do a little 
advanced preparing for the team. 
Tranquil Trip 
The trip itself was a quiet one. 
Mm;t of the time' was spent in 
ever varying card games. The 
highlights of these card games 
were the "gin rummy" endeavors 
of Messers. Connolly and Mass-
man. It wouldn't be fair to de-
clare a: victor because the series 
is most probably far from fin-
ished'. After a quiet and peaceful 
eight hour train ride we finally 
arrived in Detroit. The team 
went immediately to the field 
and the walking wounded went 
to the hotel with Fr. O'Connor. 
The members of the press were 
driven, cautiously and with all 
possible safety in a '57 "dive 
right" Chevrolet, to the Sheraton 
Cadillac Hotel. Now would prob-
ably be as good a time as any 
to answer the last question in 
To Pass The Time 
Now, just what does a team 
do when they travel? Well, their 
activities are as varied as their 
individual personalities. Friday 
night they had a nine-thirty bed 
check, so most of them spent 
their evening watching the tele-
vision sets in their rooms, or just 
walking around the city for a 
short while, then coming home to 
bed. Saturday night after the 
game some went to shows, some 
went to a private party, some 
walked 1around the city, some 
went with friends or relatives to 
Canada or elsewhere and quite a 
few just stayed in their rooms 
and went to bed. All obeyed the 
curfew set for them and none 
were disorderly or caused any 
trouble. Each morning the team 
attended Mass in a body at St 
Aloysius Church, a block from 
the hotel. The marble in this 
church was really a sight to be-
hold. It would be very difficult 
to describe the bi-level sunken 
effect of this church so I won't 
even try. 
Players Are Gentlemen 
In closing the remarks on the 
behavio1· of the Xavier football 
Looking Ahead 
The trip back to Cincy was a 
little quieter than the trip up, 
but I suppose losing trips always 
are. It was pointed out on the 
way up that the reason the .team · 
didn't fly up was that by the 
time involved in driving to and 
from the airport here and in De-
troit would have been the same 
as that spent on the train and 
would have been much more tir-
ing. Just by way of observation, 
it was quite edifying to see the 
personal care and interest that 
was shown for the boys by 
coaches Gilmartin and Connolly. 
It would be. hard to find two 
men who were more concerned 
over the welfare of their charges. 
When asked to comment on the 
game for The News, Coach Con-
nolly preferred to look ahead to 
next week's encounter with the 
Dayton Flyers .. He said that he 
always looks for a tough and 
good game between these two 
rivals, that he thinks they, like 
if they do, look out) and that con-
they do, look out) and that com-
test will be a real fine ball game. 
Last in the line of observations 
is the nice homecoming cere-
monies which were offered at 
Detroit. Student organizations 
could well model their efforts 
after some of the floats and idea& 
shown by the U. of D. 
PAGE SIX 
Seniors Receive 
Address On 
Civil Service 
"Career Opportunities in the 
Federal Civil Service" for col-
lege seniors and graduates wau 
discussed by Mr. Michael T. 
Scanlon, Chief Employee Rela-
tions and · Placement, Internal 
Revenue Service on October 16th 
and 17th, 1957 with interested 
students who signed up for re-
cruitment interviews. He re-
vealed the very wide variety of 
positions available to students 
who pass the Federal Service 
Entrance Examination. 
The Federal Service Entrance 
Examination is designed to bring 
into the Federal service each 
year the best of the nation's 
young college graduates into 
positions which offer them ad-
vancement and career oppor-
tunities. iMr. Scanlon stressed 
that seniors should take the 
examination now, before their 
graduation. On graduation they 
may have a Federal position 
awaiting them. 
Mr. Scanlon stated that Fed-
eral agencies in Ohio, Indiana, 
Kentucky, and West Virginia 
have indicated their needs to 
fill over 500 vacancies wihin the 
next year from this examina-
tion alone. Students appointed to 
positions filled from this exam-
ination will receive training in 
or perform administi;ative, pro-
fessional, technical, or other 
specialized work in such fields 
as general administration, eco-
nomics or other social sciences, 
business analysis and regulation, 
social security administration, 
organization and methods exam-
ining, production planning, com-
munications, personnel manage-
ment, budget management, auto-
matic data processing, library 
science, statistics, investigation, 
information, records manage-
ment, food and drug inspection, 
recreation, customs inspection, 
and inspection and supply. Ap-
pointments will also be made to 
positions in agriculture and 
natural science. 
Mr. Scanlon also stated that 
the entrance levels or trainee 
rates for college g1·aduates with 
no experience or a minimum of 
experience range from grade 
GS-5 ($3670 a year) to GS-7 
($4525 a year.) Many Federal 
agencies provide special training 
programs to accelerate the ad-
vancement of college graduates 
to higher grr.de levels. For ex-
ample, if a college graduate 
enters employment under a for-
mal training program, he may 
expect to be promoted from 
GS-5 to GS-7 within six months 
to one year, or from GS-7 to 
GS-9 ($5440 a year) within a 
similar period-depending upon 
the specific terms of the training 
program. If he does not enter 
employment under . a formal 
training program, he may expect 
to be promoted after having 
served one year in grade. Most 
promotions are at two-grade 
intervals, that is, from GS-5 to 
GS-7, from GS-7 to GS-9, from 
GS-9 to GS-11 ($6390. Beyond 
GS-11, advancement is at one-
grade intervals up to the max-
imum grade, GS-18 ($16,000.) 
Seniors may obtain a copy of 
the Federal Service Entrance 
Examination announcement, of 
application card Form 5000AB, 
and of Form AN 2301 showing ' 
where the examination is held, 
from Mr. Robert Coates, College 
Placement Officer, Hinkle Hall. 
The application card may be 
mailed directly to the Sixth U.S. 
Civil Service Region, U.S. Post 
Office and Courthouse, Cincin-
nati 2, Ohio. 
Students should file by Octo-
ber 31, 1957, December 26, 1957, 
January 23, 1958, February 20, 
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1958 Ap1·il 24, 1958 to take the 
examinations of Saturday No-
vember 16, 1957, January 11, 
1958, February 8, 1958, March 8, 
1958, and May 10, 1958. 
Down Fro·nt 
(Continued from Page 2) 
The performances of Miss Crain 
and Miss Gaynor left absolutely 
nothing to be desired in the way 
of leg and torso art. As for the 
acting part of these ladies' offer-
ings, well, who said anything 
about acting ability? Seriously, 
though, the aforementioned fe-
males are capable of much better 
acting than they put forth in this 
vehicle. This story which had 
great possibilities, literally turned 
itself into a B-grade offering. I · 
doubt rather s.eriously whether 
Jimmy Fiddler would have even 
been able to ring any of his bells 
for this one. 
Going To Goings? 
Could you defend yourself at 
any time any where? 
If the answer to this question 
is no or probably not you should 
call Russ Goings Ca 1-4198 for 
information about Russ's up and 
coming Judo instruction classes. 
I .~ 
Xavier Given 
HEW Grant 
Xavier University has received 
a grant of $6,900 for "brain 
wave" research from the Depart-
ment of Health, Education and 
Welfare of the federal govern-
ment, the Very Rev. Paul L. 
O'Connor, S.J., president, has 
announced. 
This marks the sixth successive 
year in which Xavier has re-
ceived such a grant. 
In charge of the "brain wave" 
research are the Rev. Joseph J. 
Peters, S.J., chairman of the 
biology . department, and Dr. 
Alphonse R. VonderAhe, associ-. 
ate professor of neuroanatomy at 
the University of Cincinnati. 
They are investigating the causes 
use of the electroencephalor-
graph ("brain wave" machine). 
of brain seizures through the 
Reports of their work have 
been published in leading scien-
tific journals in the United 
States and Europe. 
The subject in this research, 
the salamander, is a· small am-
pMbian with . very many of the 
same brain operations found in 
higher forms of animals. The 
salamander is particularly use-. 
ful because of the accessibility 
of all parts of its brain and 
spinal cord for the purpose of 
measuring electrical impulses. 
S.A.M. Holds 
Elections 
Monday, October 21; The So 
ciety for the Advancement of 
Management had its election of 
officers and drew up their out-
line for the whole year. The 
officers elected were: Pres. Paul 
Reinerman, V. Pres. Joe Viviano, 
Sec. Jim Broeckman, Treas. 
Dick Volle. 
Included in their outline were 
Super Sub! 
It's been said that the atomic submarine . 
"Nautilus" stays submerged so long that it 
only surfaces to let the crew re-enlist •. 
Perhaps for this reason, the Navy ha taken 
· valuable apace aboard the "Nautilus" (or the 
only soft-drink vending machine in the entire 
submarine fleet. 
Naturally (or you wouldn't hear about it 
from us) it's a Coca-Cola machine. And not 
unexpectedly, re-enlistments are quite 
respectable. 
Rugged lot, those submariners. Great 
drink, Cokel SIGN OF GOOD TASTE 
loltled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by 
THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING WORKS COMPANY ,1 
the coming forums on Wed. 
October 30, Procter and Gamble 
Industry Night where the top(c 
"ls there a place for the Liberal 
A r ts-Business Administration 
graduate in · the Chemical In-
dustry?" to be in the Cash Room 
at 8:00 p.m. 
On Nov. 13, Wednesday at 8: 00 
p.m. in the Cash Room S.A.M. 
will have a meeting of four 
representatives one from each of 
the fields of Sales, Marketing, 
Advertising, and Finance. 
S.A.M. is also sponsoring the 
Ohio Valley Business Conference 
to be held here March 6 and 7 
with representatives of 200 lead-
ing Business and Industrise and 
delegates from val"ious S.A.M. 
chapters. 
Mo~e recent is their building 
of a float for the Homecoming, 
Nov. 2 and their drive to get 
sophomores to join. 
JUDO ANYONE? 
Would you like to learn Judo? 
If so call Russ Goings Ca 
1-4198 
0ne:..,. .• -t-
(811 the Author of" Rally Round the Flag, Boys! "and, 
"Barefoot 8011 with Cheek.") 
SCIENCE MADE SIMPLE: No. 1 
Though this column is intended to be a source of inno-
cent merriment for all sexes and not to concern itself with 
weighty matters, I have asked my sponsors, the makers 
of Marlboro, whether I might not, from time to time, 
use this space for a short lesson in science. "Makers," I 
said to them, "might I not, from time to time, use this 
space for a short lesson in science?" · 
They agreed with many a kindly smile, the makers of 
Marlboro, for they arc the most ag1·eeable of men. Their 
benevolence is due in no small measure to the cigarettes 
they smoke, for Marlboro is a cigarette to soothe the most 
savage of breasts. I refer not only to the flavor which, as 
everyone knows,· is a delight to the palate, but 'also to 
the Marlboro container. Here is no fiendishly contrived 
device to fray the fingernails and rnsp the nerves; here, 
instead, is a flip-top box that opens like a charm, and 
inside you ·find a handy red tape to lift out the cigarettes 
with ease and dispatch. Add to all this the best filter ever 
made, and you can see that you get a lot to like. 
Let us begin our series of science lessons with chemis-
try. It is fitting that chemistry should be the first, for it 
is the oldest of sciences, having been discovered by Ben-
jamin Franklin in 468 B.C. when an apple fell on his head 
while he was shooting the breeze with Pythagoras one 
day outside the Acropolis. (The reason they were outside 
the Acropolis and'not inside was that Pythagoras had been 
· thrown out for drawing right triangles all over the walls.) 
W;rt J'I f' . -, ,- ·m ; 
y I ~t • il~I \ 
---·~.~ ~-~ 
.,,,.,..,.._,.. 
ti ~.~;:.,....,.,, __ ..'.._' 
k J ..,. . 
.. ~"-' 
·,J 
~ • '!.¥,..'· . .«1lliil"i"<'fl" 
't'llJtll/i11.fi.dflklin· WJS.6!1cot1t1u· t/ze. bree ?e. Wiffl. fttllJ60rdG •· • 
They had several meetings out.side the Acropolis, but 
finally Franklin Sl,l.id, "Look, Pythagoras, this i8 nothing 
against you, see, but I'm no youngster anymore and if 
I keep laying around on this wet grass with you, I'm 
' liable to get the breakbone fever. I'm going inside." 
Pythagoras, friendless now, moped around Athens for 
awhile, then drifted off to Monaco where he married a 
girl named Harriet Sigafoos and went into the chuck-a.-
luck business. (He would certainly be forgotten today had 
not Shakespeare written "You Know Me, Al.") 
But I digress. We were beginning a discussion of chemis-
try, and the best way to begin is ·with fundamentals. 
Chemicals are divided into element.s. There are four: air, 
earth, fil'e, and water. Any number of delightful combina-
tions can be made from these elements, such as firewater, 
dacron, and chef's salad. 
Chemicals can be f urthcr divided into the classes of 
explosive and non-explosive. A wise chemist always 
touches a match to his chemicals before he begins an 
experiment. 
A variety of vessels of different sizes and shaJ>es are 
used in a chemistry lab. There arc tubes, vials, beakers, 
flasl<1!, pipettes, and retort.s. A retort is also a snappy come-
back, such as "Oh, yeah?" and "So's your Uncle Oscar." 
· 1 have now told you the most important aspects of 
chemistry, but there arc many more-far too many to 
cover in the space remaining here. However, I am sure 
there. is a fine chemistry lab on your very own campus. 
Why don't you go up some afternoon and poke around? 
Make a fun day out of it. Bring ukelelcs. Wear humornus 
hat.s. Toast frankfurters on the Bunsen burners. Be gay. 
, Be merry. Be loose ... F01· chemistry is your friend I 
© Mu Sbulmao. IV6f 
f'he maker• of Marlboro, UJho bring llOU thl• column ,., .... 
larl11, are tobacconl•t•, not .clentl•t•. But here'• an eq.,_. 
...,. w do ltno1111 Marlboro"'"' "°" efllUI,. ,,,.,,.w .. 
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SOUTII HALL SURVEY · SODALITY CONTINUES TO SUPPORT 
by Vic ·Mechley & Ed Mauman OPERATION CHRIST AT O.L.A. 
Mike Cinnamon-Homecoming 
should be held somewhere more 
appropriate to the occasion, one 
of the big social events of the 
year. Held at Castle Farms it 
would be more successful. 
• • • 
.Joe Hansen-The reduction 
from five dollars to four is a 
very good idea. This price makes 
the dance very much worth· 
while. 
• • • 
"bvious that every good-sized 
college needs one game a year 
complete with a parade and 
floats and a traditional dance. 
All of the homecoming activities 
are terrific morale builders. The 
dance should be a good ending 
for an XU victory . 
• • • 
Lou Gastright-The university 
has plan·ned a good homecoming 
program, but why does the price 
of the dance have to be so high? 
Steve Balog-Steve would like • • • 
to see the price stay at five dol- Pete Curtin-Since this is my 
lars with free refreshments in· freshman year at Xavier, I have 
eluded. It would be more econ· · never been a partaker in the 
omical in the long run. Homecoming Day. It should be a 
• • • terrific day for both students and 
Mike Molony-The floats, if fans of the University. The dance 
done well, make the occasion a should make the day a complete 
real success. There was a marked success. 
lack of colar in last year's floats. 
This detracted quite a bit from 
the festivities. 
• • • 
Warren Schulten-1 think it's 
; 
For Meal1 at Home ••• 
• • • 
James M. Aqulna-The dance 
is okay, but the price is exhor-
bitant. Incidentally, what hap-
pens if it rains? 
' 
For .lunches at Work or Scltool ••• 
~-J&4 
HOMOGENIZED MILK QUALITY v CHEKD 
(with Vitamin D) 1a CREAM 
1hey can't be beat as Healthful food 
and Refreshing ·Dessert I At your Favorite 
Food Store I For Home Delivery call CHerry 
1-5880, pr ask your French-Bauer driverl ;;r;; J, & I ama DAllY PIODUas SINCI HG ~,~/#61 "ltCD9tanomoretouaethehNfr' ' 
by Ron.Koch 
On Sunday evening, October 
20, there was a meeting of 
Operation Christ at Our Lady of 
the Angels High School in St. 
Bernard. Operation Christ is the 
chief apostolate of the Xavier 
University Sodality of our Lady. 
The Xavier Sodality's aim, in 
conjunction with the archdio-
cesan head of Youth Activity, 
Msgr. Whalen, is to train cap-
able Catholic leaders by · work-
ing with Catholic high school 
students in Cincinnati. 
A monthly meeting is held at 
one of the high schools. The 
October meeting at O.L.A. was 
a typical meeting. The gathering 
was called to order and Fr. 
Frank Holland, S.J., gave a half 
hour talk on the problem of 
teenagers going steady. Then 
the group assembled, some three · 
hundred students, broke up into 
small groups and participated in 
an hour discussion on the prob-
lem of steady dating. Xavier 
University Sodalists were pre-
pared beforehand to act as dis-
cussion leaders and directed the 
high schoolers during the dis-
cussion. After these group con-
ferences, there were refresh-
ments and dancing. 
A regular feature of Opera-
tion Christ is a monthly Day of 
Recollection. A Sunday after-
noon is set aside for Three Hours 
With Christ. The last one on 
Oct. 6 overfilled Bellarmine 
Chapel with 500 students. The 
next Three Hours With Christ 
is scheduled for Nov. 10. 
The next monthly meeting is 
planned for Nov. 17 at McNich-
olas High School. Board mem-
bers of Operation Christ are 
planning a dance, the first big 
social event of the school year. 
Regina High School will be 
the scene on Nov. 9. 
Operation Christ is also spon-
soring a closed five day retreat 
at Mary Reparatrix from Janu-
ary 3 to 7 for three selected 
leaders from the junior class of 
each Catholic high school in the 
city. 
Two Mighty Good Men To Know 
20 Years Experience 
MUFFLERS 
CAR-LIFE 
GUARANTEE 
BRAKES 
RELINED 
$17.50 
INSTALLED FREE AND UP 
MUFFLER· MAN-THE-BRAKE MAN 
3858 Montgomery Rel. (Norwood) ME 1-6832 
Dual Exhaust Systems - Sold Installed 
*ocroPVS BY COURTESY OP l'HE Mf/SEf/M Or VNNATV~AL HISTO~Y 
.•, 
.. 
"" ;, ~ .. :. 
PAGE SEVEN 
Fr. Prickril 
Reveals Future 
Club Sojourns 
by Vince Martin 
Fr. Prickril, Clef Club Moder-
ator, announced plans for pos• 
sible club tours to Chicago, Mil· 
waukee and Louisville this com· 
ing season. 
Of the three tou1·s, the most 
likely to materialize is the Louis-
ville trip, and a tentative date, 
May 30, has been set. 
This tour, which is rapidly be-
coming an annual event, includes 
concerts at Our Lady of Mercy 
Academy, St. Catherine Academy, 
Holy Rosary, and Nazareth Col-
lege. 
The Chicago trip, which is 
being planned in cooperation 
with the Chicago Club, would 
probably mean a concert in Loy-
ola Hall, of St. Ignatius Parish, 
located to the North of the Lake-
side Metrop.olis. 
The prospect of a trip to the 
Nation's beer capital, while in 
too early a stage of planning for 
details, is also eagerly antici· 
pated by duh members. 
Fr. Prickril, a Brockman Hall 
prefect, and as personable a man 
as you are likely to meet on cam-
pus, is a native of Northern Wis-
consin, and has been in Cincin-
nati for the pas~ five years. He 
came to Xavier this past August 
from St. Xavier High, where he 
was Minister Superintendent of 
Buildings and Vice Rector. The 
Reverend Father has studied at 
St. Jobn's University in Minne-
sota, Milford, Loyola, and Ford-
ham, and holds degrees in Sacred 
Theology and Literature, the lat-
ter of which he received from 
Xavier while attending Milford 
in 1940. 
' 
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RUNNING 
, with Brevet Brigadier-General 
John A. B. C. Smith. At the out-. 
set the gentleman is described 
as "of a presence singularly com-
manding." As the account con-
tinues we see our tall, dark and 
handsome general divesting him-
self of his toupe', teeth, padded 
shoulders-until finally he is 
discovered as little more than a 
taking vegitable. This, too, must 
be read directly, for a ju.st crit-
icism. 
Fr. We11zel Opens New Year For Society 
With Address On Famed Catholic Writer 
THE 
GA:MUT 
By John Shanahan 
... • 
., • 
, 
• 
Generally speaking, we tend to put notable writers in this 
or that category. This vaguest conception of what to expect 
from an author may result from a survey course or may be 
gotten in everyday conversation. The immediate drawback is 
that any given work which does not fit this author-as one 
of his type, is overlooked or, at least, overshadowed. In fact, 
many of a noted author's works are underrated for no other 
reason than they ar:.e not characteristic, as we say. 
About one hundred and twenty reat propietor. Of course nothing 
years ago a man wrote of the can be done. This is diddling. 
adventures of a certain Hans To appreciate the work you 
Pfaall. The writer, whom I con- really must read it in text. 
Another article, by the same, 
is entitled Philosophy of Furni-
ture, which explains itself. 
A fourth, The Man Who Was 
Use Up, is a personal interview 
Our humorist has a fifth work 
concerning a war between two 
newspaper editors, and named 
"X-ing a Paragrab." Other arti-
cles of this sort include his 
"Bon-Bon" and "Never Bet the 
Devil Your Head." 
But who is he? Surely you've 
guessed by now. You must 
recognize the writings· of the 
man in the pit, that profound, 
that singular, that curiou.s mas-
ter of suspense-E.A.P. 
NEED PROTECTION? 
Like to learn Judo? 
Want to know how to protect 
yourself in any situation? 
Call: Russ Goings, Ca 1-4198. 
Live Modern! Here's News .•• 
The Chesterton Society beaan 
its study for this year with an 
address Monday of the Rev. 
John Wenzel, S.J., chairman of 
the department of theology on 
t h e significance of Gilbert 
Keith Chesterton. A biogra-
pher, a journalist, a poet, a 
philosopher and a theologian 
rolled into one, GKC was a 
thoroughly modern t h in k er 
whose reading gave him a firm 
knowledge of the Christian past. 
More than anything else he con-
centrated his-- writing on the 
Incarnation of Christ and the 
effect of the coming of the 
God-man on history. 
The Study Club, which con-
sists of permanent members, has 
chosen for this year, under the 
direction of Andrew Guschwan, 
chairman, the study of the USSR. 
Tom Shanahan will lead the 
first session on this topic next 
Monday, the subject is Space-
satellites of Russia and 'the- USA. 
The club could use amon1 its 
members artists with pen and 
brush for the exhibits it is pllD• 
ning in cooperation with schoola 
in this area, announced Father 
Finan, the club's moderator. 
Next among the club's activ-
ities in the near future is the 
Festival of Music and dance, on 
the feast of St. Cecilla, patroness 
of music. The entire prosram 
will be under the leadership of 
Roger Brady, social chairman. 
The date: Nov. 22 Place: Ar· 
mory. 
CHICO'S , I 
rlALIAN AND AID&IOAN ' 
l'OOD . I 
Siii MON'l'OOB&Y U. 
IMlaaa..l'lems.wm 
(Oae Block loatla II Dua> ' 
'' 
sider one of the period's better 
humorists, gives an account of 
a citizen of Rotterdam, Hans 
Pfaall, who made the very first 
trip to the moon in a balloon 
manufactured entirely of dirt11 
newspapers. The story relates 
how Hans, disgusted with his 
native planet and hounded by 
c.reditors, determines to escape 
by balloon-ascent. In the process 
of blasting-off, Hans, by inten-
tion, succeeds in blowing his 
creditors to smithereens. The 
account is well given, and in-
cludes passages from Han's own 
journal which the author has 
discreetly left intact. The bulk 
of the work deals with the trip 
to the moon but also describes 
the balloonist's triumphant re-
turn to Rotterdam, accompanied 
by some foreign creature picked 
up en route. 
U.S. Patent Awarded .To) J• 
In another article the same 
writer deals with "diddling" 
which commonly meant swindl-
ing or cheating, in his time. He 
tells us that Plato, who defined 
man as a biped without feathers 
could more accurately defined 
man as-that which diddles, as 
a crow thieve.s, a weasle outwits, 
etc.; a man diddles. Thus, Plato 
would have 1been spared the 
affront of the plucked chicken. 
He then proceeds to define the 
iniredients of diddling, taken as 
a compound. One of these is-
"Perserverance: Your diddler 
perseveres. . He is not readily 
discouraged. Should even the 
banks break, he cares nothing 
about it. He steadily pursues his 
end, and . . . Ut canis a corio 
nunquam absterrebitur uncto." 
After treating audacity and 
nonchalance, the writer comes 
to--
"lmpertinence: Your diddler is 
impertinent. He swaggers. He 
sets his arms a-kimbo, He thrusts 
his hands in his trousers' pocket. 
He sneers in your face. He 
treads on your corns. He eats 
your dinner, he drinks your 
wine, he borrows your money, 
he pulls your nose he kicks 
your poodle, and he kisses your 
wife." 
After grin, the last ingredient, 
the author presents several good 
diddles, all of which are done in 
a small way-that bein·g the 
difference between a diddler 
and a financier. One, briefly, is 
to go to any furniture mart 
(they're always unattended) and 
stand in the doorway. When the 
prospective buyer enters and 
shows interest in a sofa, you 
boldly mark it down at least 
twenty per cent. Naturally she 
is quite delighted and pays up 
immediately. About two weeks 
later, the sofa yet undelivered, 
the woman complaim to the 
/ 
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The IlM Miracle Tip 
;r. _ .... {·=.=.-=: 
.,, .. ,;<::>11 Get full exciting flavor 
.·:= .... :·>.J plus the natented Miracle Tip 
Your assurance of 
the Southland's finest tobaccos 
Every package of L•M's ever 
manufactured has carried this 
promise: "A blend of premium 
quality tobaCC08 including special 
aromatic types." 
. ·" I You get with each L&M clgarette 
"·' · ·1 the full exciting flavor of the 
,...-;:,:,. Southland's finest tobaccos. I Yougetthe.Pat:en~Miracle~p 
· •. : pure white ms1de, pure white 
I outside as a filter should be for cleaner, better smoking. 'The pat-
1 ent on the Miracle Tip protects L&M's exclusive filtering process. 
· 1 L&M smokes cleaner, ~raws 
easier, tastes richer. 
I Liva Modern ••• Smoke ~M! 
BUY 'EM BY THE BOX OR PACI -~ 
Crush-Proof Box (Costs no more) 
Handy Packs (Kina and Re•> 
/ 
Military 
Musings 
by Tom Llstermann 
Last week eight seniors started 
ground school as the first phase 
of their army pilots training. The 
first 35 hours of instructions form 
the ground school and will be 
given at Xavier. The last 35 hours 
will be spent flying at Lunken 
Airport. 
The training is being given by 
a private school, Cincinnati Air-
craft, Inc., at no cost to the men 
who have qualified in rigorous 
physical and initial tests. 
The training will qualify these 
cadets for private pilots licenses 
issued by the Civil Aeronautics 
Administration. It w i 11 also 
enable them to secure flight duty 
during their active time in the 
Army. 
Xavier is fortunate to be one 
of the few schools in the country 
which offer this type of traif!ing. 
In fact, the only other school 
offering this training is Ohio 
St~te University. 
The Rifle Club is sorry to an-
nounce that its match last week 
with the Unjversity of Dayton 
was cancelled by the flu. The 90 
members are busy though plan-
ning for the big Invitational 
inatch to be held here at Xavier 
in November. 
Besides planning for the invi-
tational, the club is planning a 
float for the Homecoming and 
most of the members are firing 
their weekly records. 
The team coach is, for the third 
season, Sgt. Williams, the Rifle 
Club's answer to Sgt. Bilco. The 
Sergeant's ability as a coach has ' 
been proven by Xavier winning 
the OK League Championship. 
The Radio Club is burning its 
cathodes over their candidate 
winning the Homecoming Queen 
contest. After such a triumph 
as this the club is adding new 
vigor to its activities and plans 
N.B. they will also welcome al)y 
new member who wishes to 
share in the glory and future 
plans. You can by contacting 
Capt. Metzger, Sgt. Higgens or 
any member. 
Philos. Club 
Offers Varied 
Program 
The Xavier Philosophy Club 
has announced through modera-
tor Dr. Gendreau. and host Mike 
Colacurcio its list of meetings 
topics, and speakers for the fall 
semester. Featured this year: A 
new format in which the discus-
sions will be initiated by mem-
bers of the philosophy faculty 
to insure direction to the inves-
tigation. 
The meetings will be open to 
any junior, senior, sophomore. 
The' meetings will be informal 
and the new structure of the 
organization is pointed at a real 
intellectual attitude. The general 
topic for discussion in the meet-
ings for 1957 will be "The Prob-
lems of Knowledge and Science." 
All meetings are on Mondays 
at 1: 30 p.m. and will be held in 
the Fine Arts Room of Albers 
Hal1. 
Oct. 21 Fr. Tillman - Perspec-
tives. on Epistemology 
Oct. 28 Mr. Tich - Plato and 
Certainty 
Nov. 4 Mr. Marrero-The Vali-
dity of Abstract Ideas 
Nov. 18 Mr. Magber-The Prag-
matists 
Nov. 25 Fr. Byrne - Skepticiiim 
as an attitude 
Dec. 9 Fr. Kenny-Contempor-
ary Problem 
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Ba11d Plans Big ·Sliows 
For Next Two X.V. Games 
"There's No Business Like Show Business." Being true 
showmen as well as bandsmen, the Marching Musketeer Band 
will give its audience a glimpse of Broadway at the Xavier-
Dayton football game on Saturday, October 26 in Dayton, Ohio. 
The versatility of the bands-
men will be shown as they go 
through a soft i;hoe routine which 
was always a favorite on the 
Broadway stage. 
Other "old time" favorites will 
also be presented including "The 
Greatest Show On Earth." The 
latter will give the Dayton Fly-
ers a display of the skill of Xav-
ier's drum majors and major-
ette. 
The University of Dayton will 
also be given a salute and Xav-
ier will be heralded. 
A show dedicated to the, Xav-
ier Alumni will be performed at 
will be officially installed at this 
time. 
Mr. Gilbert Maringer, his band 
officers, and the Marching Mus-
kies are certainly grateful for 
the many congratulatory cards 
and letters which they received 
on their performance at the 
Xavier-U.C. game. The whole 
unit was honored because their 
audience was so receptive. They 
sincerely hope that their remain-
ing shows will be a thrill for the 
crowd because this is the motive 
for the shows. Again they say, 
"Thanks." 
the Homecom.jng Game on Sat- .-.. --.. -·-·-.. -·--·-.. -·-· 
urday, November 2. 
This show will present skits 
taken from performances of the 
past 11 years which have been 
frequently requested as repeats. 
Her majesty Queen Dirr and 
Misses Moser and Donovan, the 
attendants, will appear on the 
"THE GOBLIN'S JAUNT" 
HAY RIDE 
Sunday Night, October 27 
Winton Woods 
Sponsored by XILES 
XILES Admitted Free 
Non-XILES donate $.'75 
field with the band. The queen _,_
0
_,_
0
_
0
_
0
_.,_,,_.,_,_,_, 
ANY SALT worth his salt will gripe when 
told to paint a dull hull, varnish a vast 
mast, or swab a dank plank. How to make 
him break out in smiles? Just break out 
the Luckies! He'll be a Beamin' Seaman 
in no time-and no wonder! A Lucky's a 
light smoke-it's one cigarette that's 
packed end to end with superbly light, 
golden rich, wonderfully good-tasting to-
bacco. And ·Luckies' fine tobacco's 
toasted to taste even better! Now hear 
this: Want to go light? Just go Lucky! 
MAKE s25 
·We'll pay $25 for every Stickler we print-and 
for hundreds more that never get used! So start 
Stickling-they're so easy you can think of dozens 
in seconds! Sticklers arc simple riddles 
with two-word rhyming answers. Both 
words must have the same number of 
syllables. (Don't do drawings.) Send 
'cm all with your name, address, 
college and clnss to Happy-Joe-Lucky, 
Box 67A, Mount Vernon, N. Y. 
CIGARETTES 
WHAT IS A COOKS' CONVENTIONf 
DONALD SEGAL, 
YALI 
Galley Rally 
FACULTY PORTRAIT 
by Bernadine Kohls 
Robert C. Klekamp, professor of Business Organization 
and Management, worked his way through college, gave his 
service to his country and finally reached his goal-to be an 
executive of a small company. 
Now Staff Assistant Pla~t Manager of Steelcraft Manu 
facturing Co., the native Cincinnatian is a graduate of St. 
Xavier High School, the University of Cincinnati with a degree 
=--··"·· ··-·····~ ····-····~··--····--··,.- . ..,. .. ,j in Industrial Management, and :~; ... :~ > ~·· ~ :.: "'· .... " ,_ · ·. \·: ~i. i" ~~~~er s~~tArg~iTiiX:i;;,u:~t~a~ 
-_ ':'_ · : : then entered the Army for two 
. . .. ·. years. After his tour of duty, still 
i· . • aiming for his goal, he wrote 
i · ·. · over three hundred letters to 
' various companies until he found 
i . , .
1 
one that met his requirements. 
Mr. Klekamp joined the XUEC 
'<.· ~ .• :.·.{ .. · 1· faculty this fall as professor of 
. Business Organization and Man-
• '1 · ' • .,. : , · · l agement. In the class, conducted 
Robert c. Klekamp 
WHAT DOES A MEDIEVAL RENT 
COLLECTOR GU INTOf 
CHU~IS THARP, Caalle Haa1k 
lllSSOUlll SCHOOL OF lllNlS 
WHAT IS A NARROW $PORTS AIENAf 
JANET HOYT, 
WHTEllN lllCHICIAll COLL 
SliM Gym 
' on Friday evenings, he stresses 
\ the application of principles in 
I actual cases rather than memor-ization of these rules. His prepa-
ration for the lecture and discus-
sion consists of about fifteen 
hours, spent, for the most part, 
reading current business maga-
zines. 
"Wisdom cannot be instilled," 
remarked the 26-year-old execu-
tive. "We teach not the answer 
but the approach to the answer." 
This, he pointed out, is part of 
(Continued on Page 10) 
• 
CAllO~ USPU. Civil Drivt1 
U. OF CAL 
WHAT IS A LAWYH'S IRIEFCA$U 
JACK HENSON, 
U OF TOLlDO 
Writ Kit 
WHAT 1$ AN UNOILED CASH REGISTEH 
CLAUD[ EICHEL. Shrill Till 
N.Y,U. 
WHAT IS A SNOWIALL FIGHTf 
TllOllAS llOGEH. 
l•OllY \I, 
Cool D~l 
LIGHT UP A ~Jhl.t SMOKE-LIGHT UP_A LUCKY~ 
OA. t.eo. Ptotluct of$&~~-~~u our mUldll.., 
( 
/ 
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FROSH c·ouNCIL CANDIDATES 
With the freshmen elections being held next week on the 29th 
and 30th (Tues. and Wed.) we are bringing to you, via the Xavier XU To Host. 
University News, a panorama of candidates from which you shall L• . 
elect officers who shall represent you throughout the coming school 1ngu1sts 
year. 
Edward P. Schmidt 
Ed hails from Hamilton, Ohio and lives in Brockman Hall. Major; 
B.S.B.A. He received four medals for excellence in H. s. Participated 
in student council, class vice president and editor of the High school 
paper for three years. He has lived in Europe under the student 
exchange plan. 
Ronald J. Bosken 
•A Cincinnati St. Xavier graduate. Belongs to p.r.'s and Sodality. 
Major in math. Was class officer at X for three years. Participated 
in the school paper, varsity track, sodality, booster club, and belonged 
to the monogram club. 
Michael J. Tate 
Home town Toledo, Ohio. Lives in Brockman Hall. Majoring in 
accounting. Received English honors in H.S. Played varsity football, 
basketball, baseball, Captain of football team and belonged to the 
student council at Campion H.S., Wisconsin. 
Andy Odoardl · 
Graduated from Cincinnati Purcell, belongs to sailing club. Par-
ticipated in track and swimming at Purcell. Was class officer for 
two years. Participated in intramural and CYO basketball. Played 
in the band. 
Paul J. Moroney 
Home town Chicago. Graduated from St. Ignatius H.S. Plays 
freshman football at XU. Class officer three years in H.S. Participated 
in football, track, school paper and student council. 
J. Dennis Doherty 
Graduated from St. Xavier in Cincinnati. Belongs to sodality, 
Pershing Rifles, X.U. News and is a correspondent to the Cincinnati 
Post. President of parish c.c.y., Editor of h.s. paper. Participated in 
debating, and operation youth. 
Stephen J. Murphy 
Hails from Chicago's Loyola Academy. Majoring in Political 
science. Belongs to the student council social committee and Ches-
terton club. In High school he participated in the swimming . team, 
captain of intramural teams, dance committee, Spanish Club. 
Jack Adam . 
Graduate of Elder H.S., Cincinnati. Majoring in Physics. Was 
valedictorian of senior class· in H.S. Played on tennis team, wrote for 
the school paper, participated in chemistry club and activities com-
mittee. Highest average in senior Class. 
Michael "Hap" O'Daniel · 
A graduate of St. Xavier in Louisville, Ky. Majoring in English. 
Belongs to XU news, football and basketball statistician, member of 
the Spanish Club. Sports editor of the H.S. paper. 
Michael A. Clauder 
.·A graduate of St. Xavier H.S., Cincinnati. Received second honors 
in high school. Is interested in guns, boating, sports in general and 
cars. 
Jack Lenhard 
Jack graduated from St. Ignatius High School in Cleveland. 
Majoring in Chemistry and plays freshman football. Belongs to the 
sodality and the Cleveland club. In H.S. he was a member of the 
national Honor Society, participated in football and baseball. 
Cort Doughty . 
A graduate of Charleston Catholic, Charleston, W. Va. He lives 
in Brockman Hall and belongs to the debate Society at XU. He 
played football in high school. He has written winning essays for the 
Charleston Gazette and the Wheeling Register. 
These are the men you will be voting for. Pick the men whom 
you believe will do the best job for Yo~ in St';ldent <;:ouncil. Give 
your candidate as much support as possible. On election day may 
the best men win. 
NIGHT NEWS 
(Continued from Page 9) 
the philosophy of management. In high school, Mr. Klekamp 
The strivin~ student held three and six classmates formed the jobs as a co-op at ~C: a aualita- "Seven S~arps," an instrumental 
tive analysist, an inspector, and group which p_layed for dances 
an assistant plant manager. and other affairs. Mr. Klekamp 
"Once I learned the job, I was plays the ~enor Sa~oph~ne. An-
ready to move to something new," other . of his free time interests 
he said of his co-op work. "This is building Hi-Fi sets. 
was the best way to get the ex- He and his wife, Joyce, have 
perience I needed." one child Elizabeth Marie. They 
While taking gra~uate. courses 1· t 226 Fleming Rd Cincin-
at Ohio State University, Mr. ive a · ., 
Klekamp was on the Dean's List. nati. 
.JS15151513 
Too Important To Forget-
The tremendous value of milk as a natural 
energy restoring food makes it an essential 
in every student's diet. 
513 
H. MILLER DAIRY CO., INC. 
656 East McMillan WOodburn 1-2474 
On Saturday, October 26, 1957, 
there will be a meeting of the 
Ohio College Ass'ociation Modern 
Language Section at Xavier 
University. 
· The program will . begin at 
10: 00 a.m. with a coffee hour 
and registration. During the 
morning session which will be-
gin at 10: 30 a.m. there will be 
a lecture on "The Contemporary 
Theatl"e in West Germany" by 
Professor Matias G. Vega, and 
"Opportunities for Majors in 
Spanish," which will also be 
conducted by Mr. Vega. 
Lunch will be served at 12: 30 
p.m. in the Xavier Cafeteria. 
During this time greetings will 
be extended by the Rev. Victor 
Nieporte, S.J., Executive Vice-
President. 
From 1: 45 p.m. to 3: 00 p.m., 
"Foreign Language Instruction 
in Western Germany" will be 
presented by Professor Joseph 
R. Richard, from Oberlin Col-
lege. "Adventures in Friendship" 
will be presented by Professor 
Walter T. · Secor, who is from 
Denison University. 
From 3: 00 p.m. to 3: 45 p.m. 
the1·e will be a business meet-
ing. 
The price for the luncheon 
and refreshments will be $2.00, 
and this will be payable at. the 
time of registration. 
lmpo1·tant 
Rules 
To Remem,ber 
I. Where to d e c o r a t e - At 
Brockman Hall Playfield, Tib-
bles Avenue. The floats will be 
constructed on - the playfield 
where there is plenty of light. 
There will be someone at the 
field to plrice the trucks in 
proper places. 
Trucks will not be allowed on 
the field before 10: 00 a.m. on the 
Friday proceeding Homecoming. 
II. Where to assemble for pa-
rade-this is of extreme impor-
tance because of parking prob-
lems 'for box holder, press, etc. 
(a) On the track around the 
football field in a "clock-
wise" position. 
(b) Not in the parking area 
bounded by f o o t b a 1 I 
field, tennis courts and 
fieldhouse. 
(c) Not on the practice field 
or the track around the 
practice field.' 
III. Where to assemble. - All 
.floats must be assembled around 
the field by 11: 30 a.m. The at-
tention of all participating is 
called to the fact that the game 
on Homecoming Day begins at 
2:00 p.m. , 
IV. ONE CAUTION - Every 
year we have a problem with 
neighborhood small boys who 
consider it great sport to deco-
rate the floats and make off 
with any worthwhile properties 
during the game. Remove any-
thing valuable immediately affer 
the float parade and keep half 
an eye on your float during the 
game. Winners will be notified 
as soon as possible so they will 
know they should not dismantle 
their floats, which will be ex-
pected to reappear during half 
time. 
FLOAT THEMES: Welcome 
Home Grads; Game-Marshall 
vs XU; Apostleship of Prayer, 
Sacred Heart Badge, Pope's In-
tentions, and World-wide Inten-
tions. 
I.A.G. Passed 
By Cou1icil 
The Interorganizatiorial Advisors Group (l.A.G for 
short) has been activated ·as the co-ordinating organization for 
all functioning clubs: Student Council, in its recent move to 
understand the thoughts and desires of the individual co-cur-
ricular and extra-curricular activities on campus, decided to 
place the responsibility for the . . 
success of the I.AG. in the hands who understand the ideas behmd 
of Assistant Social Chairman Joe this group, that with the- proper 
Shay, who will act as. Chai~man support from the Pre~,iden.ts of 
of the group. Ken Schneider the member clubs, there will be 
Senior Delegate for the Nationai certain positive results to benefit 
Federation of Catholic College the individual groups, but most 
Students,· and Jim Foster, Junior of all Xavier will be that much 
Delegate for the N.F.C.C.S., who better, that much stronger, and 
will act as advisors and service that much closer to the students. 
suppliers. 
One of the aids that will push 
this ·group to a successful future 
for the betterment of Xavier will 
be the regional and national 
offices of the N.F.C.C.S. They will 
avail their files to the individuals 
as well as to the organization as 
a whole. These files will offer 
literature, ideas for new projects, 
and valuable contacts for advice. 
In reaching a successful ap-
proval of two-thirds majority 
' vote of Council, By-law XIII, as 
the I.AG. Amendment was 
known, traveled a rough road 
through three sessions of Stu-
dent Council. The surprising part 
of the outcome-quite surprising 
to the supporters-was the unan-
imous decision handed down by 
those present at the third ses-
sion. 
It is the sincere feeling of those 
Get .Tough 
You read about his classes in 
the papers last year. How would 
you like to be a member of his 
classes? Who're we ta 1 k i n g 
about? Russ Goings and his 
Judo instruction classes, natu-
rally? Where are they held? 
Same place as last year. What's 
the fee?, Same as last year. If 
. you want the detailed answer 
answered to these and any other 
questions you might . Ba.ve con-
cerning the above mentioned 
classes call Russ Goings, Ca 
1-4198. 
B1umrin1'1 Ph1r111ey 
The Drug Store Closest To 
Xavier University 
3618 Montgomery Road 
MEirose 1-3708 
for Cincinnati's finest ITALIAN PIZZA 
85cto2.35 Ttr a Capri PIH• IHl9hl - the 
.,01111 Pino rou con opprtclote. 
PIZZA 
.._...•Ult I. L Clner T ... llff 
... lllGQ ..... llU 1111. 
1lf m fAllOUI CUii 
1100NDOLA" 
.. ..................... . 
OPEN EVERY DAY - 4 P. M. '1111 1 A. M.1 frl., SIL • sun. •uu 
2·11.11. 
STUDENT SPECIAL 
(Faculty Too) 
NORWOOD AUTOMATIC 
CAR WASH 
2216 HARRIS A VENUE 
(Just (){f Montgomery Road) 
Near White Castle 
FIRST CAR-REGULAR PRICE 
- SECOND CAR-ONE CENr_ 
Your Wife, Friend or Neighbor Must 
Follow in Second Car and Present 
This Advertisement 
This Offe1· E'xpit·es NOVEMBER 8, '57 
